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Rectangular vs. Polar CoordinatesRectangular vs. Polar Coordinates

• Rectangular coordinates are the usual (x,y)Rectangular coordinates are the usual (x,y) 
coordinates.

• Polar coordinates are (r,θ) coordinates –Polar coordinates are (r,θ) coordinates 
where θ is the directed angle measured in the 
usual way and r is the directed distance from 
the origin to the point in question. “Directed 
distance” means that we travel in the 
di i f h i l id f θ if 0 d idirection of the terminal side of θ if r>0 and in 
the opposite direction if r<0.



The rectangular coordinates of a point are unique, but the 
polar coordinates are not unique. Every point has infinitelypolar coordinates are not unique. Every point has infinitely
many polar coordinate representations. 



For example, the point 2
2 ,

2
2 (in rectangular coordinates)

has polar coordinate represenation 1  or 1 9 orhas polar coordinate represenation 1, 4 or 1, 94 or
1, 74 or 1, 54 and there are infinitely many other ways
to represent this point.



More Examples



Problem: Graph the point that has polar coordinates 4,.
Also graph the points 3,135, 2.75,150, and 1.2,2/3.



Problem: Find polar coordinates of the labelled points A, B, and C.
Give three answers for eachGive three answers for each.



The Relationship between Rectangular 
d l dand Polar Coordinates









Polar vs. Rectangular Equations of 
Curves

Some curves are easier to describe usingSome curves are easier to describe using 
equations in rectangular coordinates and 
some are easier to describe using polarsome are easier to describe using polar 
coordinate equations. Curves that have a 
“circular” nature are the ones that are easiercircular  nature are the ones that are easier 
to describe using polar coordinates.







r=8sin(θ)



Example: The graph of   2/3 is shown below.
This curve is a line passing through the origin.This curve is a line passing through the origin.
Write an equation for this curve in rectangular coordinates.



More ExamplesMore Examples

Graph r=1‐sin(θ)Graph r=1 sin(θ).

Graph r=4sin(3θ).

G h i ( θ)Graph r=4sin(5θ).

Graph r=1‐2sin(θ).


